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Good Quality Tea, properly brewed, 
takes away Satigue, and is absolutely 
harmless, as a daily beverage - TRY
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and made it hard to pull. Hair also has 
scales upon it, but the points of the scales 
on the hair are rounded and they lie so 
close to the hair that they do not catch

■ The Story of Wool.
I IN “STORIESBY PROFESSOR G. E. DAY, II

IN AGRICULTURE. . ,
t .. „ „„„ a fall fair, be hold of anything they rub against; while

The next time yo , • the scales on the wool fibre have sharp
sure you do not come away witnout g g points and rough edges, so that they catch
to see the sheep. If you are fortunate afid cbng to everything they touch. This
enoueh to visit one of our large fairs, difference in the kind of scales is the most
such as Toronto, London, or Ottawa, you important difference between wool and »
will find the sheep pens a very interesting hair, 
place. Here you will see many different 
kinds of sheep; some large, some medium
size' and some small; some with white it ali off, or shears the sheep, as we say. 
fees, some with brow, or grey £*wool .old, end I» the
and some with black faces, some sorts of clothing, blankets, yarn and other • ™
their faces so covered with wool that they goo(js
can scarcely see out through it, and some Before it is made into cloth the wool is I 
with no wool at all on their faces; some twisted, or spun into yam. If the wool j
with horns and many with no horns-in fibres had no crimp, they would not stay 1 .
witn noms, aim uu y tiirhtlv twisted together, and the yarn
fact, the longer you look at these beautiful w^uldybe of very pwr quality. Then the *
creatures the more you will find to interest yarn js woven into cloth by machines, V- |
you. There is one thing about sheep and the way the wool is handled in spin-
that makes them look very different from ning and weaving causes the little scales,
that makes them iook v y whfch we have described, to catch into |
all other farm animals, and that 1 one another and the wool fibres become

This coat a], tightiy matted, or felted together,
is so thick and so warm that the sheep making a firm, strong piece of cloth,
can stay outside in the coldest weather From what has been said_ you^will see the

. , y . ,. ■ fu„ ipasf use of the crimp and the scales of thewithout minding the cold m the least The crimp makes it possible to
while a horse, or a cow, or a pig, will twjst the wool into yarn which will not 
shiver and look very uncomfortable in- easily untwist again, and the scales cause
deed. Now, the horse, cow and pig have the wool fibres to stick together, or felt.

f • , j_ _r it would take too long to describe all ■coats, too; but their coats are made of ^ different things that can be made out ,
hair, while the sheep’s coat is made ot of woo|. so we shall mention only a few v
wool, and wool makes a much warmer 0f the principal classes of goods. Wool ,-ti
mat than hair that is very long,"strong and coarse
coat tnan nai . . fi. . Qften called “braid wool, becauseDid you ever think of what is the dif- . b.__ fmm $uch wool as this that braid is |
ference between wool and hairr II you made. Then there is other wool, not -■
part a sheep’s wool with your hands you quite so coarse as the braid wool, but
will find that it is made up of a great still i^^^o whVa'r'iœl^w^S I

number of very fine wool hairs or fibres, Worsteds are used very commonly « 1
which grow out from the skin of the sheep fn making men’s clothing. Some sheep , |
so close together, and so long, that they produce wool that is quite long and yet .
form a coat which the wind cannot blow very fine in fibre. Wool that is between
through. A„=, hu,„m„g the woo, you three jy-dwrW

will find that your hands are quite greasy. per pound tban other kinds. It is used
This grease, or oil, comes from the skin very largely for making ladies’ dress
of the sheep, and is called “yolk.” It goods, such as delaines and is often -
keeps the wool fibres soft and smooth, ^fine^fibréTfused fw making such- 
and keeps them from tangling or matting gQods as broa'dcloth, fine underclothing, t
together. It also helps to keep out water, tweeds and other goods of that kind,
so that a sheep can stay out in quite a Some wool that is long and coarse as .
heavy shower of rain without getting its weak spots in its fibres; and any 1
coat wet through. Then, again, if you that has weak fibres <?nnot be used lor
look at these wool fibres closely, you will delaines, worsteds, or braid, but is m j
see that they are not perfectly straight, into cheap tweeds, blankets, coarse u - 
but that they have a wavy appearance. clothing, carpets, coarse stocking V , I
In some kinds of wool these waves, or .nd such like. Thus.you see, therfeare | .
bends in the fibre are much closer to-
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Now, when the weather grows warm in 
the spring, the sheep does not need its 

winter coat, and so the farmer clips
aJ| B67B

and you*!! never forsake its use.
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ÎP|%] Pure cane. "FINE” 
granulation. High 
sweetening power. 
Order by name in 
original packages.
2 and 5-lb Cartons
10,20 & 100-lb. Bags >

This Book of 
printed and 
gummed labels 
for fruit jars.

if ydn will cut a red ball 
trade-mark from a Lantic 
bag or carton and send it to

Atlantic Sugar Refineries, Ltd.
MONTREAL
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See thfsRound ,/lHAYood Horn 
When you 
Visit the 
Exhibition
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ta. t - and such like. Thus.you see, there are
ocllua ... .... ..... ... ....... ..................... many kinds of tweed, underclothto^^
gether than in other kinds Study samples ^ntos andjuch^oods depending^ .j

•• " . .Such goods as delaines and worsteds 
have a smooth surface. This is because 
tne wool is put through machinery 
stretches the wool fibres out straight, and 
they are then twisted together in such a 
way that all their ends are tucked m out , 

crimp is said to be fine, so that fine wool of sight. This stretching is call .
has fine crimp and coarse wool has coarse ing,” and the wool fibres must
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When you set out to buy a phonograph, judge it by
the Tone.

On this standard—which is the true and the enduring 
standard—the BRUNSWICK measures fully up to the 
most exacting demands.

Tone waves travel in circles—that’s why it is the only 
phonograph with a Horn or Tone-Amplifier, moulded en
tirely from choice wood and oval in shape to comply per
fectly with the laws of acoustics.

The BRUNSWICK is also the only phonograph having 
the all-record, all-needle ULTONA, which plays all makes 
of records with the precise needle, correct diaphragm and 
exact weight. No attachments—nothing to take off or put 

The Ultona is complete.
Ask to see the wonderful new four-spring Brunswick 

Silent Motor.
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of long and short wool. In the first there 
are very few waves in the fibre, while in making them, 
the second the waves are close together. Such goods as 
The finer the fibre is the more waves it 
has, while wool with coarse fibre has very the 
few waves. These waves, or bends, are 
called the “crimp” of the wool. When 
the waves are very close together, the

|

and strongcrimp.N
wool and hair. If you take a sin le fibre
of wool, and take hold of the end that will see the euus u. jjie
grew next to the body of the sheep, and ing out from the surface, I?a y,e
then draw the fibre between the finger material look rough. This is Deca
and thumb of the other hand, you will wool has not been combed, a
find that it slips through very smoothly. put through a process called . ’
But if you take hold of the other end of in which the wool, is rolled up i ^
the fibre, and then draw it between the way that when.it is spun the: en ,
finger and thumb as before, you will find wool fibres stand out from the y
that it seems to catch, and does not slip give a rough appearance to tbat is
between the fingers nearly so easily. after it is woven. As a rule, wo A* 
Why is this? It is because every wool less than twoenches long is no - ^
fibre has hundreds of very, very small but is used for carding; and woo ■
scales on it, something like the scales on a weak in fibre will not stand com g, ^ 
fish, only so small that they cannot be therefore, must also be carded.
seen without looking at the wool with a many other interesting things w 1 asktt*t’?-$•
microscope, which makes tin- wool fibre be said about wool, but I simp > ...
appear many times larger than it really is.

1 h,-se tiny scales all point towards the 
oilier end of the wool fibre, so that when
you took hold of the outer end of the _________ r__-_ . . sp we vw*
fibre and tried to draw it between the gentle and timid animals, becaus ^
fingers of the other hand, the points of them for much of the most o west,
these little scales caught on your fingers most comfortable clothing w i

on.!;•

AT THE TORONTO “EX.”;
Visit the Brunswick Booth in the Process 
Building and ask to hear the Brunswick’s 
wonderful tone from any make of record, 
including the new Brunswick record.I

The Musical Merchandise Sales Co.
819 Yonge St., Toronto

whenever you see a sheep, yo tf,e
of what you have learne member 
wonderful coat it wears an
that we should always be k.nd to tae*
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